NOMADIC CREATIVE LLC.

TERMS OF SERVICE
CREATOR

CREATOR OBLIGATIONS AND OWNERSHIP

By Accepting a Project with NOMADIC CREATIVE

Well hello there you super talented and awesome Creator. Here are the Terms of
Service. Our TOS is in plain english, for 3 reasons:
1.

I’m not a lawyer and you probably aren’t either (if you are a
photographer/lawyer.. Kudos to you!).

2. We should all be on the same page, as in this page.
3. English is the only language I can write in good…
To get paid, you have to do a few things first, obviously, they are in particular
order:
1.

Sign Up! By signing up at Nomcre.com, you agree to this here page! Feel
free to read it over & over & over & over & over …

2. Set up your creator profile. Make sure to update your preferred method of
payment, so you can get paid.
3. Fill your your W9 so the government won’t be mad at us.
4. Set your portfolio and schedule (otherwise clients can't find you… and we
don't pay you to hide)
5. You’re off to the races!

Now the fun part (Hip Hop Hooray!):
When a job appears you’ll get a few notifications. Sorry for the barrage but we
don’t want you to miss the chance. Click the link we provide to the brief, and then
read the whole thing. If you like the requirements and want the work. Tell our
client that you're interested. You do this by accepting a request.
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The client will check out all the creatives that are willing to accept the work, and
assign just 1 of you. After you’ve indicated that you want the work, if the client
says we are a go, then it’s a go.
You must complete all of the required client sections (the client shot list) and the
other Nomadic Creative requirements (additional shots added to the list) for the
job to be considered done. When you accept the job, you accept this very real
fact. However, it is why we are all here.
How it works and your responsibilities:
Read the creative brief (Flight Plan), look at the shot list, inspirations, examples,
and requirements. Make sure you take note of when and where the job is. Then
make a plan of attack for what it will require to get done in the best way possible.
You hereby accept the following terms and conditions.
The creator (you) must perform the tasks outlines in the creative brief, hereinafter
referred to as the “Flight Plan”. Reading the flight plan carefully is a must, as is
studying the examples that have been provided by the client in the flight plan.
This is crucial to make sure you stay ‘on brand” as you prepare the shoot, match
the look. and be able to carry the visual representation of our client.

All photos, including but not limited to those taken specifically for the client, such
as behind the scenes or location scouting, model photos, and set up photos, as
well as all client and NOMADIC CREATIVE directed/instructed/suggestd photos,
video or other media is the sole copyrighted and protected and owned property
of NOMADIC CREATIVE LLC. Nomadic Creative grants the creator (you) limited
self promotional usage of all content created for the project in perpetuity.
NOMADIC CREATIVE will hold the final and unchallenged rights to all content
created in the process of fulfilling the flight plan. The creator may not, under any
circumstances sell the content to anyone at anytime, ever. Period.
You (the creator) must wait to post socially or otherwise until NOMADIC CREATIVE
LLC has given express and written emailed consent for you to do so. This
includes sending to other clients, using in ‘private’ communications with other
clients, etc.
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If you do the penalty is not limited to forfeiting your payment from NOMADIC
CREATIVE LLC. In the case that this happens, you will receive an invoice from
NOMADIC CREATIVE LLC. for your payment, plus any damages that may occur to
the client. Sometimes we shoot products that haven’t gone to market yet, so we
can not be responsible for spoiling any for our beloved clients expectations
and/or launch plan.
In short, what you shoot on assignment belongs to NOMCADIC CREATIVE LLC
and you can use it for all the self promotion you’d like as long as you use two of
more of the following credits: @nomadiccreative, shot for NomCre.com, #nomcre
#nomadiccreative and at least one reference to the client who commissioned the
work. Client reference can take the form of their logo clearly showing in the
creative content, but where the logo is not prominently displayed, credit must be
given.
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